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Synchronization of chaotic oscillations in doped fiber ring lasers

Clifford Tureman Lewis,* Henry D. I. Abarbanel,† Matthew B. Kennel,‡ Michael Buhl,§ and Lucas Illingi
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The synchronization of chaotic rare-earth-doped fiber ring lasers is analyzed. The lasers are first coupled by
transmitting a fractionc of the circulating electric field in the transmitter and injecting it into the optical cavity
of the receiver. A coupling strategy which relies on modulation of the intensity of the light alone is also
examined. Synchronization is studied as a function of the coupling strength, and we see excellent synchroni-
zation, even with very smallc. We prove that in an open loop configuration (c51) synchronization is
guaranteed due to the particular structure of our equations and of the injection method we use. The generalized
synchronization of these model lasers is examined when there is parameter mismatch between the transmitter
and receiver lasers. The synchronization is found to be insensitive to a wide range of mismatch in laser
parameters, but it is sensitive to other parameters, in particular those associated with the phase and the
polarization of the circulating electric field. Communicating information between the transmitter and receiver
lasers is also addressed. We investigate a scheme for modulating information onto the chaotic electric field and
then demodulating and detecting the information embedded in the chaotic signal passed down the communi-
cations channel. We show full recovery with very low error for a wide range of coupling strengths.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Synchronization of chaotic oscillators is a phenomen
found quite often in physical and biological systems. T
idea that chaotic systems could synchronize their moti
was suggested some time ago by Fujisaka and Yamada@1#
and independently by Afraimovich, Rabinovich and Ve
ichev@2#. An early investigation of synchronization in neur
networks@3# explored application in a wider arena.

The idea was again independently proposed and then
perimentally explored by Pecora and Carroll@4#. The latter
authors also suggested that the use of synchronized ch
oscillators for communications would be of some intere
The work of Pecora and Carroll led to the investigation o
wide variety of synchronized chaotic systems@5# including
close relatives of those we discuss in this paper.

In this paper we explore the synchronization properties
the models we have built for rare-earth-doped fiber ring
sers~DFRLs! based on previous work done by us and o
collaborators@6–9#. Our plan here is to use two such mod
lasers connecting them by transmitting the electric fieldET
circulating in one laser~the transmitter! to a second identica
laser ~the receiver!. Into the optical cavity of the receive
laser we re-inject a fraction (12c)ER of the receiver field
ER and also add a fractioncET of the field arriving from the
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first laser. The net field entering the receiver laser is th
cET1(12c)ER . When the lasers are synchronized so th
ER5ET , then the combinationcET1(12c)ER is indepen-
dent ofc and equal to the field in either laser. As we varyc,
we change the precise combination of transmitter field a
receiver field which is seen at the receiver.

We investigate the synchronization both for identic
transmitter and receiver, and then for lasers which have v
ous parameter mismatches including the gain and pump
of the active medium, their polarization characteristics, a
their ring length. The synchronization is quite robust for m
matches in gain and pumping power, but it is very sensit
to mismatches in polarization or phase characteristics of
transmitter and receiver. Because of this sensitivity, we
vestigate another coupling strategy which uses only the
tensity of the circulating electric fields to connect the tran
mitter and receiver. This is shown to be a potentially viab
method of synchronizing the lasers, and an example of c
municating using amplitude modulation of the transmit
intensity is investigated.

Many of the papers on synchronization of chaotic syste
have dealt with applications to communications. While w
are focused here on the use of doped fiber ring lasers,
principles associated with synchronization and commun
tion are shared by earlier investigations, in particular ac
51 by the methods of Rulkov and Volkovskii@10# and those
of Kocarev and Parlitz@11#.

The attraction of using chaotic signals as the carriers
information comes from their potentially efficient use
channel bandwidth as well as the low cost and power e
ciency of some chaotic transmitters and receivers@12#. There
has also been much discussion of the security of comm
cations systems based on chaotic carriers. The securit
any such system depends on the details of the modula
methods used, not on the perception that the carrier is c
plex or temporally irregular. Whether any given modul
tion/demodulation strategy is secure needs to be determ

,
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LEWIS, ABARBANEL, KENNEL, BUHL, AND ILLING PHYSICAL REVIEW E 63 016215
by a rigorous cryptographic analysis, and in this paper we
not discuss this issue or attempt to provide such an anal

II. EQUATIONS FOR AN INDIVIDUAL DFRL

We use the model introduced in@6#. The doped fiber ring
laser~DFRL! we consider contains an optical amplifier com
posed of erbium-doped single-mode fiber of lengthl A ,
whose active atoms are pumped by an external laser d
source. Connecting the output of this active section to
input is a piece of passive fiber of lengthl F . In the passive
fiber is an isolator which guarantees the direction of flow
light, a polarization controller, and a location where exter
light of given amplitude and frequencyv I can be injected
into the fiber. The total length of the fiber cavity isL5 l A
1 l F . The general locations of the relevant parameters
each laser is shown schematically in Fig. 1.

Even though the erbium-doped fiber ring laser~EDFRL!
is multimode, meaning there are many longitudinal mod
being amplified inside the cavity, the dynamics of the ri
laser can be described in terms of two orthogonally polari
supermodes@13#. Since the amplitude fluctuations of the am
plitude of these supermodes is much slower than the op
frequency, it is common to model these electric fields am
tudesE(z,t) as the envelopeE(z,t) of the optical plane wave
of frequency v0 , E(z,t)5E(z,t)ei (k0z2v0t) where v0

FIG. 1. A schematic diagram showing the relevant location
the parameters we consider in our model of coupled rare-ea
doped fiber lasers.
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5k0c/n @14#. The dynamics ofE(z,t) consists
• of linear birefringence of magnitude

D5n0~nx2ny!, ~1!

wherenx andny are the indices of refraction along the prin
cipal axes of the fiber, andn05(nx1ny)/2,

• of group velocity dispersion~GVD! which comes from
second order variations in frequency of the linear dispers
relation of the fiber,

• of contributions to the polarization of the medium ass
ciated with the population inversion of the atomic levels, a

• of nonlinear polarization effects associated with the K
term cubic in electric field strength.

With these effects included, our equations for the pro
gation of the electric field envelopeE5(Ex ,Ey) in the active
medium 0<z< l A become, in retarded coordinatesz5z, t
5t2z/vg with vg is the group velocity of the waves,

]Ex,y~z,t!

]z
5gn~t!Ex,y1L x,yEx,y1Nx,yEx,y . ~2!

L contains the linear parts of the propagation operator
cluding gain, andN is the Kerr nonlinearity. The linear op
eratorL , including birefringence, GVD and gain dispersio
is most naturally represented in the Fourier domain:

L x,y56
ik0~nx2ny!

2n0
7

D

n0c
iv2

i

2
b2v22

gn~t!v2T2
2

11v2T2
2

~3!

with v the signal angular frequency. The first term inL x,y
only results in an overall arbitrary phase shift for the tw
polarizations, which can be absorbed without loss of gen
ality into the parametrization of the passive section descri
below. The term linear inv represents linear birefringence
the next term, quadratic inv, is the group velocity disper-
sion. The last term is associated with the gain curve,
arises from the fact that the center frequency of the linev
50 (v0) is amplified more strongly than frequencies on
ther side of the line. The nonlinear operators are

NxEx5 ix3$„uEx~z,t!u21 2
3 uEy~z,t!u2…Ex~z,t!

1 1
3 Ex* ~z,t!Ey~z,t!2%, ~4!

NyEy5 ix3$~ uEy~z,t!u21 2
3 uEx~z,t!u2!Ey~z,t!

1 1
3 Ey* ~z,t!Ex~z,t!2%. ~5!

The physical implication of this third-order nonlinearity
most easily characterized by the non-dimensional phase
Fnl experienced by anE field as it passes through the fibe
given by @15#

Fnl5
x3pL

l
~Pa12Pb!, ~6!

wherePa ,Pb are the optical powers in the parallel and pe
pendicular directions. We parametrize our simulations

f
h-
5-2
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Fnl and vary its value to tune in a desired amount of opti
nonlinearity. Physically this could be interpreted as chang
various parameters such as active medium pumping, w
would increase the optical power, or changing the value
the ring fiber lengthL.

These equations must be solved numerically to propa
the light from its entry into the doped fiber amplifier atz
50 to its exit atz5 l A , represented here by a propagati
operator on the vectorE5@Ex ,Ey#: E(z5 l A ,t1 l A /v)
5P$E(z50,t)%.

The polarization of the electric field in the ring is affecte
by the birefringence in the fiber arising from numerous sm
effects associated with imperfections in the fiber, strains,
Following @16# we write the net effect of the fiber on th
polarization states of the field as a unitary Jones ma
which we callUWhole Fiber.

The overall propagation map including all the pass
parts of the ring and external injection is

E~ t1tR!5A~ t1tR!ei (v I2v0)(t1tR)

1~RJPCUWhole Fiber!P$E~ t !%. ~7!

Reading from left to right the terms are external monoch
matic injection, possibly polarization dependent attenuat
R5diag(Rx ,Ry), the unitary Jones matrix for the polariza
tion controllerJPC , the matrix for the passive fiber, and th
propagator through the active medium. This discrete-ti
map, a recursion relation between the field at a timet and at
a timetR later, is one of the dynamical rules of our ring las
system. The other is the population inversion equation in
simplified form.

The physics of the atomic polarization in the active m
dium is governed by the usual Bloch equation for the po
lation inversion at timet and spatial locationz:

]n~z,t!

]t
5Q2

1

T1
„n~z,t!11…2jn~z,t!uE~z,t!u2, ~8!

with Q the pumping strength,T1 the lifetime of the excited
state~10 ms for a typical erbium-doped fiber! and j a con-
stant relating to the optical cross section governing the tr
sition rate between levels. Assumingg real, we can integrate
Eq. ~8! by l A

21*0
l Adz to arrive at the dynamics for the popu

lation inversion averaged over the entire active medi
w(t)5 l A

21*0
l Adzn(z,t):

dw~t!

dt
5Q2g„w~t!111~e2l Agw(t)21!uE~z50,t!u2…,

~9!

whereg is the ratio of round trip time to excited state life
time tR /T1.

Potentially, there is a third dynamical equation associa
with the evolution of the polarization of the medium throu
which the electric field passes. The relaxation timescale
the medium polarization is about a picosecond, which
much smaller than either the electric field envelope fluct
tions ~on the order of a nanosecond! or the population inver-
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sion relaxation time~on the order of a millisecond!. As is
normally done in modeling EDFRLs@13,18#, this medium
polarization equation is adiabatically eliminated and the
sulting ‘‘static’’ polarization is used in the electric field en
velope and population inversion equations. This type of la
is known as a ‘‘class B’’ laser.

We summarize the equations for use below as a m
ME„w(t),E(t)… of the electric field from timet to time t
1tR and a differential equation for the integrated populati
inversion:

E~t1tR!5ME„w~t!,E~t!…,

dw~t!

dt
5Q2g$w~t!111uE~t!u2~eGw(t)21!%, ~10!

where the active medium specific overall gain termG is de-
fined asG52l Ag.

The details of our numerical schemes are to be found
our earlier paper@6#. Straightforward integration of the par
tial differential equations at a resolution sufficient to captu
complex sub-round trip dynamics as seen in experiment
sults in an algorithm which is far too slow. We implement
a scheme which can integrate a whole round trip at a tim
combined with a buffering method to process the portion
the linear operator in the Fourier domain. Still, computati
takes approximately 18 hours on a contemporary worksta
to achieve equilibrium~500 000 round trips! on account of
the very large difference in time scales between the fluo
cence lifetimeT1'10 ms associated with an erbium-dop
fiber and the time resolution of our simulationdt'80 ps,
necessary to capture the high frequency dynamics see
experiment and thus high-bandwidth communication.

Using this model, we reached several fundamental c
clusions regarding the dynamics of a single EDFRL. W
numerically demonstrated that an EDFRLcan exhibit cha-
otic dynamics, however the cause of the chaos is not
nonlinearity inherent in the interaction of the population i
version and the optical field. The population inversion d
namics are just too slow (g'1025). Instead, we concluded
that the chaos comes from the nonlinear interaction of
optical field with itself ~optical Kerr effect!. The largest
~positive! Lyapunov exponentlL was numerically found to
be linearly dependent upon the Kerr coefficient (x3, which is
a component ofFnl). Other effects, such as linear birefrin
gence and optically injected light of another frequency, w
found to have no clear functional effect onlL . The values of
the model parameters used for the group of simulations
this paper are listed in Table I, and are typical for the type
EDFRL we are simulating@17#. The model with these pa
rameters produces chaotic waveforms with alL5(6.3
60.3)3103 s21, which corresponds to a characteristic dive
gence time of about a tenth of a millisecond.

III. SYNCHRONIZATION OF TWO DFRL

We now construct a transmitter and receiver pair a
couple their electric fields by an optical channel. First w
examine the synchronization of two identical lasers. Next
5-3
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investigate the robustness of this synchronization as
transmitter and receiver are mismatched in various comb
tions of the physical parameters of the model, and as nois
added in the communication channel between transmitter
receiver. This will lead us into considerations of generaliz
rather than identical synchronization. Last, we propose
alternate coupling scheme and synchronization method
structed to avoid some of the experimental problems ty
cally encountered with direct optical coupling.

A. Identical transmitter and receiver

In our study of the synchronization of two EDFRLs w
have a transmitter laser with dynamical variablesET(t) and
nT(t) and a receiver laser withER(t) and nR(t). The two
lasers are started in different initial conditions, allowed
run uncoupled for several hundred thousand round trip tim
to reach their asymptotic state. Coupling is then activa
The transmitter’s fieldET(t) is then injected into the receive
laser multiplied by a factorc while the circulating electric
field in the receiver is attenuated by a factor 12c, and both
are optically recombined before entering the rare-ea
doped amplifier section of the laser ring. The nonlinear a
plifying element receivescET(t)1(12c)ER(t) as its input.
When the transmitter and receiver are synchronized,
ET(t)5ER(t), the linear combinationcET(t)1(12c)ER(t)
5ER(t)5ET(t) is a solution to the equations of motion fo
each laser. This setup is illustrated in Fig. 2. We note h
than the optical field extracted from the transmitter is ne
gible with respect to the transmitter dynamics. This is b
cause if the field is extracted in the weak continuous man
the results are equivalent to slightly altering the attenua
factors Rx and Ry . This has little effect except to slightly
change the mean optical intensity in the transmitter wh
does not alter the optical field dynamics substantially. T
kind of coupling is experimentally achievable with standa
fiber optic equipment.

The equations for this unidirectional coupling between
chaotic systems are for thetransmitter

TABLE I. Typical parameters for the EDFRL model simula
tions.

Quantity Symbol Value

Linear birefringence D 1.831026

Fiber index of refraction n0 1.45
External injection amplitude A 0.0
Pump strength Q 2.431022

Overall gain term G 1.3531022

Absorption coefficients Rx ,Ry 0.45, 0.449995
Polarization controller angles u1 ,u2 ,u3 0.5,1.2,1.5
Nonlinear phase shift Fnl 1.531022

Round trip time tR 200 ns
Excited state lifetime T1 10 ms
Polarization dephasing time T2 1 ps
GVD coefficient b2 220 ps2/km
Active fiber length l A 20 m
Passive fiber length l F 20 m
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ET~t1tR!5ME„wT~t!,ET~t!…,

dwT~t!

dt
5Q2g$wT~t!111uET~t!u2~eGwT(t)21!%,

~11!

and for thereceiver

ER~t1tR!5ME„wR~t!,cET~t!1~12c!ER~t!…,

dwR~t!

dt
5Q2g$wR~t!111ucET~t!

1~12c!ER~t!u2~eGwR(t)21!%. ~12!

When c50, the lasers are uncoupled and run indep
dently. If all of the physical parameters in the two laser su
systems are identical, the electric field in each laser visits
same attractor.ET(t) and ER(t) as well asnT(t) and nR(t)
are uncorrelated due to the instabilities in the phase spac
the system. As we increasec away from zero, we anticipate
that for a certain minimum coupling, the lasers will asym
totically achieve identical synchronization,ET(t)5ER(t),
andnT(t)5nR(t), even though the population inversions a
not physically coupled. To exhibit this we run the two sy
tems for the order of 104 round trips following their cou-
pling. First, we ask after what time the quantity

FIG. 2. The setup of coupled DFRLs. The electric field circ
lating in the transmitter laser isET(t). After it is transmitted through
a channel to the receiver, a fractioncET(t) is injected into the input
of the rare-earth-doped amplifier in the receiver ring. At the sa
time a fraction (12c)ER(t) of the field circulating in the receive
ring is added to it, so the net field injected into the amplifier inpu
cET(t)1(12c)ER(t).
5-4
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HE~c,t !5
uET~ t !2ER~c,t !u

^uETu&tR

~13!

becomes and remains less than some small number. Th
nominator is the average ofET(t) taken over the round trip
previous to coupling and is approximately constant fro
round trip to round trip, once the lasers pass the trans
regime.

The time to synchronizationts is selected so att5ts the
synchronization errorHE(c,t) becomes less than some sm
value e, and then stays smaller thane for all times t.ts .
Choosinge51022, we plotts in Fig. 3 as a function ofc for
0<c<1. We see that for some values ofc<0.1, the lasers
do synchronize, but it takes nearly 100ms to come withine.
This is much longer than whenc>0.2, however, where syn
chronization sets in rapidly (ts<5 ms!. This figure repre-
sents the average time to synchronization over 25 diffe
initial conditions for each system, thus substantially reduc
the effect of individual trajectory behavior. One lesson
can draw from Fig. 3 is that atc51, which is open loop
operation of the receiver, synchronization withine sets in
essentially instantaneously.

This ts is the time at which the synchronization err
HE(c,t) falls below an arbitrary specified level, and revea
little about the extended temporal synchronization dynam
We now examine the residual synchronization errorHE(c,t)
for large times after coupling. To assist us, we adopt
general unifying definition of synchronization proposed
Brown and Kocarev@19#. Their formalism states that two
subsystems are synchronized with respect to the subsy
propertiesg(x) and g(y), if there is a time-independen
function h, such that

uuh@g~x!,g~y!#uu50, ~14!

whereuu•uu is some norm. The quantitiesg(x) andg(y) are
completely general and can refer to any measurable prop

FIG. 3. Time to synchronization for identical DFRLs. The sy
chronization timets is the time at which the amplitude synchron
zation error quantityHE(c,t) goes smaller thane51022 and stays
below for all larger timest.ts . The value ofts is then averaged
over 25 different initial conditions.
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of the subsystem. The general form of the time-independ
function h which we adopt here is

h@g~x!,g~y!#[ lim
T→`

1

TEt

t1T

ug„x~s!…2g„y~s!…uds.

~15!

For practical reasons, we must modify this statement so
what, since numerically we can neither takeT→`, nor hope
for uuh@g(x),g(y)#uu to equal precisely zero, since we wi
reach the numerical limits of computation before that occu

To keep in the spirit of this definition, we let the couple
chaotic lasers run forK round trips after coupling, then cal
culate the RMS value ofHE(c,t) over M additional round
trips to examine the magnitude of the synchronization er
for large times after coupling. This leads us to the synch
nization error function

DE~c!5
1

NE
S E

KtR

(K1M )tR
HE

2~c,t !dtD 1/2

. ~16!

The normalization factorNE is the RMS average for thec
50 or uncoupled case

NE5S E
KtR

(K1M )tR
HE

2~c50,t !dtD 1/2

~17!

and is included to give us a tangible measure of the ma
tude of the synchronization error atc versus the case of no
coupling, c50. In the work we report here we usedK
520 000 andM53000.

Figure 4 displays the synchronization error functi
log10@DE(c)# versusc. We see a quite different picture of th
synchronization here. Above we noted that for coupling
low asc50.1, the lasers took a much longer time~'0.1 ms!
than for higher coupling forHE(c,t) to become as small a
e. However, on the time scale of a few milliseconds, we s
that with much smaller coupling the synchronization er
DE(c) is less by many orders of magnitude. Note, howev
that the error never exceeds a few parts in 107 for any c.
Once the lasers synchronize at somec, they do so very ac-
curately.

The apparent disagreement of these two plots leads u
the conclusion that there are two time scales of synchron
tion. There is an initial time scale (t,1 ms! with a rapid,
short term convergence toward synchronization, then slo
convergence rate for longer times (t.1 ms!. For weaker
coupling, the initial convergence of the lasers is not as la
as for the stronger coupling case, since the amount of op
field from the transmitter being introduced into the receiv
is proportional to the coupling strength. However, past t
initial short time scale, the weaker coupling draws toget
the two lasers’ trajectories at a faster rate than for the str
ger coupling.

Figure 5 shows the rate of convergence plotted aga
coupling constantc, and we see that the magnitude of th
convergence rate is maximal between 0.02<c<0.04. The
coupling of the optical fields is linear inET(t) andER(t), so
this complex synchronization behavior is not likely due
5-5
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the optical field dynamics alone, therefore we look for exp
nations outside of the optical field variables. The other s
tem variables are the population inversionswT(t) andwR(t).
They cannot be directly coupled, being related only in
rectly through the nonlinear relationship to their respect
internal optical intensities@Eq. ~9!#. In the transmitter,wT(t)
is essentially constant because Erbium’s fluorescence
time T1 is so long (T1'10 ms) that in the long-term
asymptotic state of the laser, changes inwT(t) occur only on
the order of 105 round trips. However, upon coupling, w
cannot say the same forwR(t). There is always a rise in
wR(t) immediately after coupling because when 0,c,1,
the intensity in the receiver laser just as the lasers
coupled is ucE Tu21u(12c)E Ru212c(12c)Re(ET•ER* ) av-
eraged over a round trip, and the cross term averages to
since the fields are initially uncorrelated. As^uE Tu2& and
^uE Ru2& averaged over a round trip are equal, the aver
intensity initially entering the receiver’s active medium w

FIG. 4. Amplitude synchronization errorDE(c) for identical
DFRLs. The DFRLs are first coupled for 20 000tR and then the
error term is averaged over an additional 3000tR . The result is then
averaged over 25 initial conditions.

FIG. 5. Plot of the rate of convergence for the measureDE(c)
for a range of coupling constants. The slope is calculated begin
after the initial convergence upon coupling. The lasers are ident
01621
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be less than̂ uE Ru2& by a factor ofc21(12c)2, where 1/2
<c21(12c)2<1. This allows the pumping term to increas
the receiver population inversion as the active medium se
reduced intensity trying to stimulate transitions between l
ing states.

This effect continues only as long asRe(ET•ER* )
!uETuuERu. For large coupling, correlation of the two field
occurs within a few round trips, before the population inve
sion has a chance to increase much. However, for small c
pling, it takes several hundred round trips for the two lase
fields to start becoming correlated, so the population inv
sion has the chance to grow substantially. This in turn w
cause the average electric field intensity in the receiver la
to grow. Therefore, the very subtle (c'0.03) introduction of
the transmitter optical field into the ring of the receiver a
lows the receiver dynamics enough freedom so that the
ceiver’s population inversion and optical field are st
strongly interactive. Then, with the subtle influence of t
transmitter optical field, the entire receiver dynamics a
easedinto synchronization much more rapidly than when t
transmitter optical field, which has no regard for the recei
population dynamics, is injected dominantly into the receiv
cavity.

To finish the examination of the case of identical su
systems, we next determine the minimal value ofc which
leads to synchronization. In the discussion above the la
always synchronize, so now we examine weaker coup
yet. To do this we numerically evaluate the largest con
tional Lyapunov exponent@4# in much the same way as w
find the standard largest Lyapunov exponents in our ea
paper @6#. Now we couple the identical lasers with sma
coupling c and ask when the largest conditional expone
becomes negative as we varyc. The critical value of cou-
pling was found to beccrit'1.331023. Therefore, forc
,ccrit , we observe no synchronization, as a positive con
tional exponent indicates that the synchronization manif
@ET(t)5ER(t)# is unstable with regard to a dynamical ave
age over the trajectory, and that a typical trajectory in
joint phase space of the two lasers will not asymptotica
approach that manifold.

B. Synchronization at cÄ1

We analytically examine our coupled transmitter and
ceiver system atc51, that is, when we run the receiver ope
loop. This is the configuration in the Georgia Tech expe
ments@8,9,17#. In this case the field injected into the receiv
is just ET(t) and none of the field in the receiver fiber
re-injected into the amplifier. The equations for the tw
coupled systems are

• For the Transmitter Laser:

ET~t1tR!5ME„wT~t!,ET~t!…,

dwT~t!

dt
5Q2g$wT~t!111uET~t!u2~eGwT(t)21!%;

~18!

• For the Receiver Laser:
g
l.
5-6
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ER~t1tR!5ME„wR~t!,ET~t!…,

dwR~t!

dt
5Q2g$wR~t!111uET~t!u2~eGwR(t)21!%,

~19!

whereM E„w(t),E(t)… is the map defined in earlier section
Note that in the receiver equations onlyET(t) now appears
on the right hand side. Take the difference of the populat
inversion equations to arrive at

d„wT~t!2wR~t!…

dt

52g$wT~t!2wR~t!1uET~t!u2eGwR(t)

3~eG„wT(t)2wR(t)…21!%. ~20!

Noting thatex21>x, we can write the following inequality

d„wT~t!2wR~t!…

dt
<2g„wT~t!2wR~t!…

3$11uET~t!u2eGwR(t)%. ~21!

This shows thatwT(t)2wR(t) goes to zero exponentiall
rapidly at a rate governed byg(11uET(t)u2eGwR(t)). This
result on the synchronization atc51 is aglobal property of
these laser systems. Nowhere was a linearization made a
the synchronization manifold.

This value of the convergence rate to synchronizat
agrees within 0.1% of the numerical calculation of the sa
convergence rate ofwT(t)2wR(t) at c51 in our numerical
simulations. This gives us additional confidence in both
simulations and in the details of the approximations wh
went into evaluating the propagation of light around the fib
ring with nonlinear effects@6#.

The final step is to use this bounded behavior of the
ference in population inversions in the maps

ET~t1tR!5ME„wT~t!,ET~t!…,

ER~t1tR!5ME„wR~t!,ET~t!…. ~22!

With this one easily shows that aswT(t)2wR(t)→0 so
doesET(t)2ER(t)→0. This result demonstratesglobal sta-
bility of the synchronization manifoldET(t)5ER(t) and
wT(t)5wR(t) as it involves no linearization of the equa
tions around this solution. It is the detailed structure of
DFRL equations which permits this demonstration of glo
stability of the synchronization manifold.

The strong rate of convergence ofwT(t)2wR(t), ap-
proximately as exp(2guE Tu2t), implies that small perturba
tions to synchronization which might arise due to noise
the channel or disturbances of the receiver would rapidly
‘‘cured’’ by the auto-synchronization nature of the system
c51. This attractive robustness also suggests that small
matches in parameters of the transmitter and receiver
also affect the synchronization only slightly. In the next se
tion we show that we indeed have this feature of robust s
chronization when we have mismatches in many of the s
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tem parameters. An important exception occurs when
have a mismatch in any of the parameters which deal w
the complex vectorial nature of the optical field.

C. Mismatched transmitter and receiver

We now examine the influence of system mismatch
synchronization performance. With parameter mismat
identical synchronization is no longer expected because
transmitter and receiver subsystems themselves are no lo
identical. Thus, identically synchronized motion,ET(t)
5ER(t), is not a solution of the receiver dynamics. How
ever, to communicate via synchronization, we might on
need one of the physical observables of the lasers to b
synchronization. For this reason we turn now to an exami
tion of the possibility that only certain measurable propert
of the subsystems are synchronized. This phenomenon
into the broad category of what has been termedgeneralized
synchronization@20#.

First, we cast generalized synchronization in the langu
used to discuss identical synchronization. Two subsystem
coupled dynamical systems are usually considered to b
generalized synchronization if there is a comparison funct
h given by

h@g~x!,g~y!#5 lim
T→`

1

T E
t

t1T

uH@g~x!#2g~y!uds ~23!

that satisfiesuuh@g(x),g(y)#uu50, whereH(•) is a smooth,
invertible, time-independent function@21–24#. This would
imply that if g„y(t)…5H@g„x(t)…# as t→`, then we have
generalized synchronization. Examples have been fo
where generalized synchronization exists, but whereH is not
an invertible operation@20,25#.

To be consistent with the synchronization measure in
~15!, we can still use our definition of synchronization with
generalization of the property comparison function on
inside of the integral. For example, to look for generaliz
intensity synchronization, we define a comparison functio

HI@ uET~ t !u2,uER~c,t !u2#5 log10S uER~c,t !u2

uET~ t !u2
D . ~24!

With the presence of parameter mismatch, the intensitie
the two lasers are generally not equal, so the mean valu
HI(c,t) will not necessarily be zero. Therefore, instead
calculating an RMS value, we measure the standard de
tion of HI(c,t) about its mean value overM round trips
^HI(c,t)&MtR

:

DI~c!5
1

NI
S E

KtR

(K1M )tR
@HI~c,t !2^HI~c,t !&MtR

#2dtD 1/2

.

~25!

Again this integral is normalized by the factorNI5DI(c
50).

There are other generalized synchronization relationsh
which could be exploited for specific communication me
ods. Another possibility would be encoding a message w
5-7
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LEWIS, ABARBANEL, KENNEL, BUHL, AND ILLING PHYSICAL REVIEW E 63 016215
polarization modulation@26#. To examine the possibility o
generalized polarization synchronization, we introduce
comparison functionHu(c,t)5uS(c,t), the angle in Stokes
parameter space between the two states of polarization in
two laser subsystems. This leads to a synchronization e
measureDu(c), which is completely analogous toDI(c),
calculating the standard deviation ofuS(c,t).

Another class of generalized synchronization potentia
useful for communications is optical phase synchronizati
If the phase of the two lasers is synchronized, commun
tion through phase shift keying~PSK! @26# would be pos-
sible. To examine phase synchronization, we introduce
comparison function,Hf(c,t)5fT2fR , wherefT andfR
are the respective phases of the transmitter and receive
sers. This leads to another error measureDf(c), again com-
pletely analogous toDI(c) andDu(c), calculating the stan-
dard deviation of Hf(c,t). Details of the practical
calculation of the above synchronization measures are g
in the Appendix. Armed with this array of error measures
the various classes of generalized synchronization we
move on to examine the effects of parameter mismatch.
before, we run each laser for 400 000tR , couple them with
some value ofc; 0<c<1, and calculate the synchronizatio
integrals forK520 000 andM53000.

The synchronization was found to be extremely robus
mismatches in parameters associated with the active med
of the lasers, namely the gain termG and the pump levelQ.
Even for 10% mismatches inG and Q, the lasers achieved
identical synchronization with errors of around 1023 or
1022, respectively. The much slower time scale of the act
medium makes mismatch of its parameters relatively un
portant, since we have seen that a substantial proportio
the synchronization occurs in the fast time scale.

Accordingly, the effects of mismatches in paramet
which correspond to the fast time scale dynamics, i.e.,
optical field propagation, are much more detrimental. In
section on identical lasers, we assumed that the optical fi
on both lasers evolved the same, i.e., both fibers conta
the same birefringence profile and were of identical leng
so that theoptical phaseof the two fields can be matche
with perfect accuracy. Unfortunately, these are not phy
cally reasonable assumptions. In order to match the op
field polarization evolution and phase of the two lasers,
fiber would have to be in a constant temperature, unstre
environment, the lengths of fiber in both rings would need
match with an accuracy of a fraction of the light’s wav
length ('1.5 mm!, and complete phase stability would ha
to be achieved between the two lasers.

First we examined synchronization in the presence of
tical field polarization evolution mismatch. To model th
we use the fact that the net effect of all fiber birefringen
can be represented as an overall Jones matrixJPC . Up to a
phase, a completely general Jones matrix can be pa
etrized by three anglesu1 ,u2 ,u3, so to systematically alte
the mismatch in fiber birefringence, we varied the differen
of u2 between transmitter and receiver.

Figure 6 confirms the detrimental effect on synchroni
tion of a u2 mismatch ofp/3. The identical synchronization
measureDE(c) actually becomes worse as coupling i
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creases from zero. At some point the error measure pe
and begins to decline, but it never gets better than the
coupled case. The generalized synchronization meas
Du(c) and Df(c) remain relatively unsynchronized, als
However, the intensity measureDI(c) does show good syn
chronization above a certain threshold coupling value. I
worth noting that this threshold corresponds to the er
maximum in the identical synchronization measure. In
case of unequal absorptions, using absorption coefficie
Rx50.45 andRy50.425, we find that the behavior is muc
the same as in the equal absorption case, with a not
similarity being good synchronization values for the gen
alized intensity synchronization measure. Thus, a polari
light beam possesses similar synchronization behavior to
general-case elliptically polarized light we investiga
through this study.

Looking now at mismatches in the phase between the
lasers, we model a randomly changing phase shift. We c
sider a phase difference between the two lasersDf(t),
which begins as some initial phase differenceDf(t50), and
then on a physically reasonable time scaletf @17#, is shifted
by a random phase amount. We takeDf(t1tf)5Df(t)
1Df random(tf), and the coupling between the lasers
modified to beER85cET1(12c)EReiDf. Examining the ef-
fect of phase shifts attf51 ms in Fig. 7, we see an orderl
gradual progression of the identical synchronization er
from order unity for smallc to a small error for largec. This
simply tells us that the phase mismatch is detrimental, bu
has less effect for larger coupling where less of the ph
mismatched field from the receiver is being mixed with t
field from the transmitter. Looking at the generalized inte
sity synchronization measuresDI(c) andDu(c), we see that
by a coupling of aboutc50.6 DI(c) is down to 1022 and
Du(c) is down to about 1023 and keeps decreasing from
there. Again, even when identical synchronization is n
present, there are generally synchronized observables in
optical field.

This type of phase mismatch is commonly cited as
major barrier in achieving ‘‘true’’ optical synchronization

FIG. 6. Synchronization measures for DFRLs withu2 mismatch.
There is nearly equal absorption,Rx'Ry andu25p/3. The DFRLs
are first coupled for 20 000tR round trips and then the error term
are averaged over an additional 3000tR .
5-8
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SYNCHRONIZATION OF CHAOTIC OSCILLATIONS IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E63 016215
i.e., completely synchronized, coupled, entirely optical s
tems with c,1. Therefore, any serious chance for optic
synchronization needs to address the physical issue of op
phase mismatch. We suggest the following as a possible
of attack on the problem. In their experimental work at Ge
gia Tech, VanWiggeren and Roy@9# included an examina
tion of the passive ring structure consisting of two fiber loo
of different lengths. When the two loops are rejoined the r
laser dynamics act to optimize the resulting intensity,

u~ER11ER2!u25~ uER1u21uER2u2

12uER1uuER2ucosuR cosfR!, ~26!

using the same notation as in@9#. Here, uR and fR are,
respectively, the angle between the states of polarization
the phase difference between the two optical fields at
point where they are rejoined. The laser acts to optimize
intensity, and the cross term cosuRcosfR goes roughly to a
maximized value. Therefore, there is a certain amount
phase stabilization occurring due to the optimization effe
We have numerically observed this same cross term max
zation. However, in@6# we also reported on a type of fre
quency filtering which occurs due to the two different tim
of propagation through the two loops. This type of filterin
causes the frequency spectrum to be less broadband
more resembling quasi-periodicity. If the lengths of the loo
are as identical as possible, this cross term maximiza
would exist, but without the frequency filtering. Hence, t
advantageous stabilization of the optical phase in the tra
mitter would still be present, but without paying the pena
of frequency filtering. Perhaps experimental work in the
ture will examine this idea further.

We end by mentioning that with substantial mismatch
in the lengths of fiber in the two lasers, all synchronizati
was completely obliterated. However, this result is not s
prising. Once the lasers are coupled, the resulting field
propagated around the ring of the receiver and meets up
the incoming field from the transmitter to be coupled a
propagated once more. If the length mismatch is sev

FIG. 7. Synchronization measures plotted against coupling c
stantc. There is phase mismatch oftf51 ms. The lasers are oth
erwise identical. The DFRLs are coupled for 20 000tR and the mea-
sures are taken over an additional 3000tR .
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enough, the receiver’s complex envelope will not match
with the incoming complex envelope from the transmitt
and there is no reason to expect that there would be
synchronization, since spatial envelope dynamics are o
very weakly correlated through the population inversion a
the fiber effects.

D. Noise in the communications channel

Two physical lasers will not have identical operating p
rameters, and synchronization of two physical lasers will u
avoidably be subjected to the parameter mismatches just
cussed. Another unavoidable issue is the effect
synchronization of noise in the channel by which the tw
lasers are coupled. Any physical application of synchron
ing DFRLs will invariably be effected by this noise, so w
examine that case here.

We consider signal to noise ratios 0 dB and 40 dB. W
concentrate on the case of two lasers with identical par
eter values which are coupled via a noisy fiber channel. T
average noise amplitude^uju& we use is determined from th
signal-to-noise ratio~SNR! given by

SNR520 log10

^uETu&
^uju&

~27!

Noise was added to the field arriving from the transmit
before coupling. Instead of receiving as inputcET1(1
2c)ER , the receiver now receives the modified noisy inp
given bycNj(ET1z)1(12c)ER , wherez is a complex po-
larization noise two-vector. The components ofz are random
Gaussian-distributed numbers with unit variance, multipl
by the average noise amplitude^uju&. The normalization on
the incoming transmitter field plus noise is chosen so that
variance of this incoming ‘‘noisy’’ signalNj(ET1z) was
equal to that of the clean transmitter fieldET :

Nj5
^uETu&

A^uE Tu&21^uju&2
. ~28!

Again the lasers were allowed to couple for 20 000tR and
then the error valueDE(c) was averaged over the nex
3000tR .

Looking first atDE(c) for identical lasers in Fig. 8, we
see that due to the noise there is a steady growth in
synchronization error as coupling is increased. Even fo
SNR of 0 dB, at small couplingc<0.1, we have below a
10% normalized RMS error. However, for large couplin
constants, the 0 dB SNR value leads to synchronization
rors of 20% and more. For SNR of 40 dB, we see that for
coupling constants the RMS error is well below a few pa
in 1000. Here it is obvious that the rate of growth of th
normalized RMS error as a function of coupling constan
very much the same for the range of SNR values. The S
we quote is the channel signal-to-noise ratio, while the no
entering the receiver iscz when we feedback (12c) of ER ,
thus the effective signal-to-noise ratio in the receiver
higher whenc increases from zero.

n-
5-9
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LEWIS, ABARBANEL, KENNEL, BUHL, AND ILLING PHYSICAL REVIEW E 63 016215
All the generalized synchronization measures in Fig
show rather much the same behavior as the identical
chronization case. For high SNRs, the synchronization
good for all measures~except the phase synchronizatio
measure!, and all measures continue to show a preference
weaker coupling, a type of nonlinear noise reduction. In
tical fiber systems, channel noise is extremely low, and
usually not a concern. Our purpose here is to also exam
what substantial noise, say due to multi-user commun
tions in the background, might do to our synchronization
is encouraging that the lasers actually synchronize bette
weaker coupling in the presence of noise, as this might b
clue as to how to utilize multiple channels for chaotic las
communication. This fact matches well with our earlier o
servation that the most rapid convergence of the two la
into synchronization also occurs at extremely low couplin
These two facts can perhaps combine in a useful way l
when examining communication methods more closely.

E. Alternate coupling scheme

The detrimental effects of the optical field parameter m
matches lead us to propose another way to synchronize
lasers without coupling the full optical field of the transmitt
laser into the fiber ring of the receiver laser. We briefly e
amine a synchronization scheme where the electric field
tensity of the transmitter laser is detected, and used
electro-optically modulate the opticalintensityin the receiver
laser in an effort to drive the receiver into a state of gen
alized intensity synchronization.

In Fig. 9 the proposed intensity synchronization strate
is diagrammed. This scheme is close to the previous op
amplitude coupling strategy, except that we now insert
electro-optical intensity modulator. The electro-optic mod
lator uses the incoming electric field to destructively int
fere with itself, thereby lowering the total intensity of th
incoming state. Technically, it can do this in various wa
@27#, but we chose to simulate a Mach-Zehnder wavegu
modulator@14,27#. The important result is that the amount
phase shift between the two channels in the receiverCR is

FIG. 8. Synchronization errors for identical DFRLs with cha
nel noise. The filled symbols represent SNR50 dB and the clear
symbols SNR540 dB. The DFRLs are first coupled for 20 000tR

and then the error terms are averaged over an additional 3000tR .
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linearly proportional to the voltage applied across t
electro-optic crystal. We write this phase shift following th
conventions in@14# as

CR5p
V

Vp
~29!

where Vp is the voltage needed to create a phase shift
magnitudep. The net effect on the incoming intensity is

uE R8 ~ t !u25cos2S CR

2 D uER~ t !u2, ~30!

where the primed~unprimed! field corresponds to the field
after ~before! the electro-optic modulator. This configuratio
only allows for modulation to a lesser intensity if the u
modulated state isV50. For this reason we bias the mod
lator with a voltage ofVp/25Vp/2 which gives a constan
phase shift ofCT5p/2. We now place an identical bias i
the transmitter to make the lasers identical again, and s
chronization conditions are favorable.

To synchronize, we detect the incoming transmitter el
tric field with a photodiode to create a current proportional
uE Tu2. Meanwhile, the receiver intensity is detected befo
the modulator by another photodiode and a current prop
tional to uE Ru2 is also created. These currents are input int
voltage function generator which outputs a voltage to
electro-optic modulator. We note here the considera

FIG. 9. Diagram of optical modulation coupling scheme. A
optical modulators~OM! are biased to a voltage ofVp/2 . The op-
tical fields of the transmitter and receiver are detected by ph
diodes~PD! and fed into a voltage function generator. This volta
is then used to electro-optically modulate thec branch of the receiv-
er’s ring to bring the receiver DFRL into a state of generaliz
intensity synchronization with the transmitter DRFL’s intensity.
5-10
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SYNCHRONIZATION OF CHAOTIC OSCILLATIONS IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E63 016215
physical task required as all these propagation times mus
matched appropriately. Here we assume that we can ph
cally create the ideal voltage function:

V„uET~ t !u2,uER~ t !u2
…5

2Vp

p
cos21S uET~ t !u

A2uER~ t !u
D . ~31!

Using this phase shift in Eq.~30!, we see that we immedi
ately arrive at intensity synchronization, because

uE R8 ~ t !u25cos2S cos21F uET~ t !u

A2uER~ t !u
G D uER~ t !u25 1

2 uET~ t !u2,

~32!

which is exactly equal the optical intensity in the transmit
after it has proceeded through its biased modulator. Note
we cannot allow voltage functions whereuET(t)u2
.2uER(t)u2 because then the arc cosine argument will
greater than one. Therefore we limit the voltage at that po

We also allow for a variation of coupling constants
splitting the receiver ring into two branches in the proporti
c:(12c). The branchcER then goes through the electro
optic modulator, and the (12c)ER diverts around the modu
lator and is subjected to a 50% intensity attenuation. The
branches are then joined again before entering the DFA

The results are shown in Fig. 10. Since only the intens
is synchronized, there is no sign of identical, phase or po
ization synchronization. However, we see that for largerc,
there is generalized intensity synchronization within 1022.
These synchronization values are in the same range as
intensity synchronization achieved in the optical coupling
the presence of polarization evolution and phase mismatc
In the next section, we will attempt to communicate with th
configuration and discover whether or not intensity synch
nization with errors of order 1022 is good enough for reliable
message recovery.

Relatively successful generalized intensity synchroni
tion seems to be achievable through optical modulator c
pling. However, there are some unanswered questions.
is that the photodiodes which detect the intensities have fi
bandwidths ~up to the order of GHz!. The question is
whether the lasers synchronize with just lower frequency
formation being shared from transmitter to receiver. Al
what are the possibilities for a function of the for
V(uE Tu2,uE Ru2)? Are there physically high-speed function
which maximize the efficiency of the synchronization? The
and other questions will be the focus of further study.

IV. COMMUNICATIONS

We now attempt transmission and recovery of a bit str
using an electro-optically modulated amplitude shift keyi
~ASK! technique for identical lasers with optical couplin
and with coupling by electro-optic modulation. This is th
main method employed in the experimental cases by R
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and VanWiggeren@8,9,17#. The setup is shown schemat
cally in Fig. 11.

An electro-optical modulator is added to the transmit
ring in order to electro-optically modulate the bit string on
the chaotic optical waveform in the transmitter. In order
keep the mean round-trip optical intensity as close to c
stant as possible~to maintain stability! we modulate the in-
tensity byuET(t11)u25m2(t)uET(t)u2, wherem5A11K for
a ‘‘1’’ bit, and m5A12K for a ‘‘0’’ bit. Also, in the trans-
mitter, before the intensity is modulated, we split the opti
field in a proportionc:(12c). The branch corresponding t
the c value is electro-optically modulated, and the (12c)
branch is not modulated. Before the two branches are
joined, the modulated field is coupled out of thec branch and
sent off to the receiver. This is necessary to keep the opt
field equations in exact synchronization for allc as they enter
their respective active media. Forc51, the unmodulated
branch is not needed~as was experimentally shown i
@8,9,17#!, but for cÞ1 synchronization will be lost. It is for
this reason that we introduce this idea of partial modulat
of the transmitter intensity. Note in Fig. 11 that if the u
modulated branch were not present, the optical fields en
ing the active media would not be equal. With the bran
the optical field entering the active medium of the transmit
is „cm(t)112c…ET(t) while the field entering the receiver i
cm(t)ET(t)1(12c)ER(t). So for the synchronized case
whereET(t)5ER(t), the active media see identical incide
optical fields, regardless of the modulationm(t) for c,1. Of
course, the question of stability of synchronization remai
We note here that the chosen bit rate attempted in this s
is a randomly chosen rate which is suitable for the curr
purposes. We have not undertaken a study of optimizing
bit rate nor claim that the used bit rateis optimal with regard
to the time scales of the lasers or the chaotic dynamics.

A. Identical lasers with optical coupling

We take this dual EDRFL system and transmit a messa
We choose a non-return-to-zero bit rate of 1 GHz, cor

FIG. 10. Synchronization errors for identical DFRLs with co
pling by an optical modulator. The DFRLs are first coupled f
20 000tR and then the error terms are averaged over an additio
3000tR .
5-11
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sponding to 13 model integration iteration time steps per
To recover the bits at the receiver, the incoming intens
from the transmitter is detected by a photodiode and p
duces a current proportional to the valueucm(t)ET(t)u2 ~see
Fig. 11!. We simultaneously couple out the optical field fro
the receiver ring with ac:(12c) coupler and detect the
value ucER(t)u2 with another photodiode. IfET(t)5ER(t)
5E(t), the transmitter’s intensity divided by the receiver
intensity will recover the message,m2(t). The overall deci-
sion on a ‘‘0’’ bit or a ‘‘1’’ bit is made over allN time steps
within the bit time period by averaging the received mess
m2(t) over theN time steps and using a decision thresho
value of ^m2(t)&N51.

We transmit 107 independent random bits and record t
bit error rate~BER!. If no errors occur, we report a BER o
zero, noting that this is only true up to the first 107 bits sent.
For couplings in the range 0.005<c<1.0, we obtained error
free recovery of the whole bit string. This is consistent w
the above conjecture that the partial modulation coupl
scheme will not lose synchronization with the addition
intensity modulation. If synchronization is not being e
fected, one could further conjecture that errors will nev
arise in the long term state since synchronization will co
tinue to be just as robust. No claim of proof of this fact
made here, as it is conceivable that for sufficiently de
modulation stability properties could change.

FIG. 11. Diagram of communications using optical coupli
scheme. The setup is almost identical to Fig. 2 except it contain
additionalc:12c branch in the transmitter. This branch must
included if synchronization is to be achieved for couplings in
range 0,c,1. Note for ET(t)5ER(t), the optical fields entering
both active mediums are identical, even with the presence of mo
lation.
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We turn to a search of the minimum error-free coupli
strength. In Fig. 12 we see that we begin to get nonz
BERs below a critical coupling ofccrit55.031023. The
error-free recovery of bits for such small couplings is r
markable. The coupling scheme practically guarantees
since the lasers synchronize at such small coupling stren
to begin with. We note a small difference in the critical co
pling found for straight synchronization in the previous se
tion (ccrit51.331023), and the critical coupling for com-
munications (ccrit55.031023). It is possible that the
electro-optic modulation actually increases the larg
Lyapunov exponent in the rings@found above to be approxi
mately (6.360.3)3103 s21 without electro-optic modula-
tion# which would then increase the largest condition
Lyapunov exponent, and thereby raise the value of the c
cal coupling needed from the simple synchronization leve
the calculated level of necessary coupling strength nee
for synchronization in the communications case.

To complete the bit error rate calculations, we include
performance of the optically coupled system when fac
with communication channel noise. In Fig. 13 we plot t
BER versus coupling for SNRs in the range 20 dB to 60 d
We see that for a SNR of 20 dB, there is no message rec
ery. In this case, the variance of the channel noise is equ
the modulation amount (K50.1) so lack of recovery is no
surprising. We see an improvement at a SNR of 40 d
where a range of lower coupling values are preferred. T
improvement is accentuated at a SNR of 60 dB where
BER 5 0 ~up to 107 bits! for couplings in the range 0.1<c
<0.4, while with increasing coupling we get BERs on t
order of 1022 as c→1. These results further confirm th
previous indications that for optically communicating wi
the method here described, better success may be ach
by using coupling strengths much less thanc51.

B. Identical lasers with coupling by electro-optic modulation

We next modify our transmission scheme in the spirit
our alternative method of coupling by electro-optic modu

an

u-

FIG. 12. Bit error rate versus coupling for the case of identi
lasers using the two different coupling schemes. The coupling ra
is 0.0<c<0.06. The encoding is done via ASK modulation at a
rate of 1 GHz with modulation factorK50.1.
5-12
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tion. The setup is similar to the above optical coupling se
except we now include an identicalc:(12c) fiber branching
in the receiver laser which is identical to the one in the tra
mitter laser~Fig. 14!. Recall that we previously found tha
the only robust synchronization in this method of coupli
was generalized intensity synchronization. So this exam
tion serves as a test of whether or not ASK is feasible w
only intensity synchronization present.

Unlike the optical coupling method above we do not ne
to make special provisions to recover the incoming enco
message. The recovery method is already in place. Once
lasers are synchronized, the voltage function generator
be putting out a relatively constant voltage ofVp/2. Once the
message starts arriving, this voltage function will respond
a manner to retain synchronization. If a ‘‘1’’ bit is transmi
ted, then the incoming intensity valueucm(t)ET(t)u2 will
cause the voltage function generator to decrease its vol
~thereby decreasing the phase shift and raising the receiv
intensity!. A likewise voltage increase will occur if a ‘‘0’’ bit
is transmitted. Therefore we can just monitor the voltage
average over theN time steps within the bit time period a
using a value of̂ V&N5Vp as a decision threshold.

Again we send 107 random bits and calculate appropria
BER plots. We found that the BER was more sensitive to
modulation amount valueK that in the optical coupling case
This is likely due to the less robust synchronization of t
method compared to the optical coupling method.
roughly optimizing the modulation amount value in th
range 0.01<K<0.1 for coupling strengths in the rang
0.05<c<1.0, we were able to achieve error-free recove
~again noting that this is only accurate up to the first 17

bits!. The existence of generalized intensity synchronizat
is sufficient for suitable ASK message recovery.

Again we search for the critical minimum couplin
strength for error-free transmission in Fig. 12 for coupli
strengths in the range 0.0<c<0.05. Here we do see a critica
coupling an order of magnitude higher than the optical c

FIG. 13. Bit error rate versus coupling for the case of optica
coupled identical lasers in the presence of communication cha
noise. The encoding is done via ASK modulation at a bit rate o
GHz with a modulation factor ofK50.1.
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pling case, even with the optimizing of the modulatio
amountK. The critical coupling strength appears to beccrit
'4.531022. This higher critical coupling strength is aga
likely due to the fact that the generalized intensity synch
nization error is more robust in identical lasers with optic
coupling than in identical lasers with coupling by electr
optic modulation. However, the scheme has the potential
much improvement and will be the subject of further detai
study.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

We began with a study of the quality of synchronizati
when all the parameters of the transmitter and receiver la
were identically matched. Synchronization occurred for co
pling strengths down toccrit51.331023. For strong cou-
pling (c→1), we found that synchronization sets in esse
tially instantaneously (tS<1 ms!. We also found evidence o
two distinct synchronization time scales. There is an imm
diate jump towards synchronization due to the initial mixi
of the optical fields, after which a second rate of converge
takes over due to the asymptotic relaxation of the popula
inversion in the active medium to its equilibrium value. W
numerically showed that this second convergence rate h
maximum in the coupling range 0.02<c<0.04, and de-
creases to a minimum rate atc51. We analytically demon-
strated the global stability of the synchronization manifold
c51, and also determined a lower bound on the magnit
of the convergence rate.

We then turned to the examination of the effect of para

el
1

FIG. 14. Diagram of communications using optical modulati
coupling scheme. Again, the scheme is almost identical to Fig
except for the presence of ac:12c branching in the transmitter
Again, this is added in an attempt to achieve synchronization in
presence of modulation for couplings in the range 0,c,1.
5-13
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eter mismatch between the two laser subsystems. We fo
that while the synchronization dynamics was relatively
bust against mismatches in the physical parameters of
two lasers, any mismatch in the optical field propagat
~either phase or polarization mismatch! critically effected the
synchronization. The effect of noise in the communicatio
channel was also examined, and we found that the la
actually synchronized better for lower coupling. This ind
cated that a sort of nonlinear noise reduction was occur
via the coupling scheme, and hinted towards some poss
applications in regards to multi-user communications. An
ternate method of coupling the lasers was examined wh
was created in an attempt to bypass all of the synchron
tion problems found regarding the optical field phase a
state of polarization mismatches. Intensity synchronizat
on the order of that observed in the optical coupling ca
was observed.

Finally, an ASK modulation scheme was used to mod
late a message onto the intensity of the chaotic waveform
the transmitter to be recovered at the receiver. For a pa
identical lasers coupled both by direct optical coupling a
the alternative coupling-by-intensity modulation method,
markable bit error rates were achieved. There was error-
recovery of bits (107 bits were sent! down to a coupling
strength ofccrit55.031023.

There are several directions in which one may pursue
work reported here. A straightforward possibility is the co
sideration of other rare-earth-doped fibers whereT1 is
shorter. With Pr or Nd one can achieveT1’s as small as
100 ms, and this would change many of the features
have reported. It is likely that the sensitivity of synchroniz
tion to polarization or phase mismatches would remain,
while sacrificing synchronization for such small values ofc,
we may accomplish other goals such as smaller bit error r
in the presence of channel noise associated with larger
ditional Lyapunov exponents on the synchronization ma
fold. Another direction would be to replace the active e
ment in the ring lasers with other devices, and semicondu
lasers immediately suggest themselves. With theseT1'1 ns,
and many of the operating characteristics investigated h
change. We shall report on an investigation of this class
chaotic transmitter and receiver@28#.
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APPENDIX: GENERALIZED SYNCHRONIZATION
MEASURES

Here, we provide the details behind the calculation of t
of the generalized synchronization measures used in the
per. To examine the possibility of generalized polarizati
synchronization, we introduced a new comparison functio

Hu~c,t !5uS~c,t !, ~A1!

where uS(c,t) is the angle in Stokes parameter space
tween the two states of polarization in the two laser s
systems.uS is found using the Stokes parameters@26#

S05a21b21c21d2, ~A2!

S15a21b22c22d2, ~A3!

S252~ac1bd!, ~A4!

S352~ad2bc!, ~A5!

for an electric field with arbitraryx andy polarization

E5~a1 ib !x̂1~c1 id !ŷ. ~A6!

These satisfy

S0
25S1

21S2
21S3

2 , ~A7!

so the state of polarization can be represented as a vecSW
in (S1 ,S2 ,S3) space of magnitudeS0. The angle between the
two states of polarization ofET andER is then

uS5cos21F SW T•SW R

S0T
S0R

G . ~A8!

This is the value which is time averaged to examine if t
lasers are in a state of generalized polarization synchron
tion.

Also, to look for phase synchronization, we introduc
the comparison function,

Hf~c,t !5fT2fR . ~A9!

Each electric fieldET andER is in general elliptically polar-
ized. We desire to quantify the phase with respect to its o
5-14
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polarization basis, so we define the phase of the electric fi
as its phase in thex-y laboratory frame minus the angle o
the major axis of the polarization ellipse with respect to
x-y laboratory frame, i.e.,

f5fxy2Fell ipse ~mod p!, ~A10!

where, using the above definitions, we have
.

ui

,

,

01621
ld

e
fxy5tan21F c

aG ~A11!

and

Fell ipse5
1

2
tan21FS2

S1
G . ~A12!
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